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CHAPTER 3 - NETWORK PROTOCOLS & ARCHITECTURES

This chapter provides an overview of protocol functions and 
basics of many types of communications network architecture.  It 
describes both the popular international and proprietary network 
architectures that have evolved since early 1970s.

3.1  PROTOCOL AND ARCHITECTURE CONCEPTS

3.1.1   FUNDAMENTALS OF PROTOCOL FUNCTIONS 

As discussed in Chapter 1, a protocol is defined as a set of 
rules governing the exchange of data between two workstations in 
a same/different communications network.  A protocol can be 
considered as a bridge for two workstations in any 
communications network to communicate successfully  and "speak 
the same language".  The key elements of protocol include 
syntax, semantics and timing.  Syntax deals with data format, 
coding, and signal levels; semantics deals with control 
information for coordination and error handling; and timing 
deals with speed matching and sequencing.  Functions addressed 
by a protocol include  segmentation and reassembly, 
encapsulation, connection control, flow control, error control, 
synchronization, sequencing, addressing, multiplexing, and 
transmission services.  The concepts of these functions are 
given below.

a.  Segmentation/Fragmentation and Reassembly.  A protocol is 
concerned with exchanging streams of data between two network 
users.  During this data transmission, in order to transfer data 
characteristics easily, data streams are often broken up into 
blocks of some smaller bounded sizes.  This process is referred 
to as a segmentation or fragmentation process.  The 
fragmentation process optimizes the size of data blocks being 
exchanged by segmenting data in manageable sizes that can be 
handled by various layers in a communications networking model 
(e.g., OSI model, TCP/IP model).  Eventually, the segmented data 
must be reassembled into messages appropriate to the application 
level.  This counterpart of segmentation is called the 
reassembly process.  Both segmentation and assembly processes 
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play an important role in the transfer of data between two 
network users in a communications network.  The blocks of some 
smaller bounded sizes in a segmentation process are defined as 
protocol data units (PDUs).  Each PDU contains data and control 
information.  

b.  Encapsulation.  When a data stream is segmented into PDUs, 
control information is added to each PDU.  This is called 
encapsulation.  Three categories of control information are 
encapsulated in each PDU.  These are: address information, error 
detecting code and protocol control. 

c.  Connection Control.  Protocol is concerned with connection 
control functions to establish connections between the sending 
and receiving workstations.  There are three phases in 
connection control functions: connection establishment, data 
transfer, and connection termination.  Connection establishment 
occurs when two workstations agree to exchange data.  After 
establishing connection, the data transfer phase is entered. 
During this phase both data and control information are 
exchanged in one or more acknowledgment blocks.  Finally, one 
side or the other  terminates the logical connection by sending 
a termination request. 

d.  Flow Control.  Protocol provides flow control function to 
limit the amount or rate of data that is sent by a transmitting 
workstation to a receiving workstation.  In the absence of flow 
control, the receiver's buffer may overflow while it is 
processing old data.  The simplest form of flow control is a 
stop-and-wait procedure, in which receipt of each PDU must be 
acknowledged before the next PDU can be transmitted.  Windowing, 
a much smoother method of flow control in the networking 
environment, is specifically designed to minimize congestion, 
thereby optimizing throughput.

e.  Error Control.  As with flow control, a protocol also 
provides error control functions to detect errors and retransmit 
PDUs.  Based on a frame check sequence, the performance of error 
detection is used to guard against loss or damage of data and 
control information.  A communications networking model often 
incorporates several error checking procedures and provides 
means for recovering from failures during transmission data. 
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Three basic types of checking are used: data integrity checks, 
sequential data blocks checks, and time-outs.  Error recovery 
deals with retransmitting data.  Retransmission of PDUs normally 
is activated by a timer.  If, within a specific period of time, 
a sending workstation fails to receive an acknowledgment that a 
PDU was received, it will retransmit.   

f.  Synchronization and Sequencing.  Protocol provides 
synchronization and sequencing functions.  A synchronization 
function is used to assure that two communicating workstations 
are simultaneously in a well-defined state, for example at 
initialization, checkpointing, or termination.  The sequencing 
function consists of numbering each PDU containing data so that 
the order in which the PDUs are transmitted can be identified. 
Sequencing serves three main purposes.  It provides for ordered 
delivery of data, and it supports the flow control and error 
control functions defined in the previous paragraphs.
 
g.  Addressing.  Communication may involve various types of 
systems and equipment from different vendors.  Each system 
designer likes to use his own terminology, and it seems hopeless 
to attempt to enforce uniform local network naming rules.  The 
addressing function allows workstations to identify each other 
and to send or receive information in same/different 
communications networks.  In the addressing function, a 
distinction generally is made among names, addresses and routes. 
A name specifies what an object is; an address specifies where 
it is; and a route indicates how to get there.  An object (i.e., 
workstation) can be identified either within its own system 
(local name) or outside its own system (global name).  An 
address name often consists of name structure, name acknowledge, 
connection names, port names and group names.

h.  Multiplexing.  Protocol provides a multiplexing function to 
transfer data into a workstation reliably and efficiently. 
Multiplexing allows multiple circuits to be linked to a single 
communication circuit.  In effect, multiplexing maps two or more 
high-level connections onto a single low-level connection. 
There are two types of multiplexing: upward multiplexing and 
downward multiplexing.  Upward multiplexing occurs when multiple 
higher-level connections are multiplexed on, or share, a single 
lower-level connection.  Downward multiplexing, or splitting, 
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means that a single higher-level connection is built on top of 
multiple lower-level connections, the traffic on the higher 
connection being divided among the various lower connections. 
Multiplexing can be accomplished using connection names or port 
names, which permits multiple simultaneous connections. 
Multiplexing is used throughout a communication network to 
improve resource use, and reduce protocol overhead.

i.  Transmission Services.  Protocol may provide a variety of 
transmission services to a workstation.  Transmission services 
may include priority, grade of service, and security.  Priority 
is used for certain messages getting through to the destination 
workstation with minimum delay.  Grade of service is used for a 
certain class of data having a minimum throughput or a maximum 
delay threshold.  Security is used for restricting access to the 
information being transmitted.

j.  Routing.  The mechanism that is used to establish 
communication paths through a communications network is called 
routing.  The routing function handles three basic operations:

• It determines whether a network connection is available;

• It selects the path which establishes a network connection 
from one system to another; and

• If the initial path cannot be established, it creates an 
alternate path to establish the network connection.

A communications network uses a routing table for selecting 
appropriate paths to establish the network connection.  This 
table contains lists of user defined path available in that 
particular communications network.

3.1.2   COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

In a communications network, three types of entities are 
involved: software processes, network devices, and network 
architectures.  Software process is defined as a process of 
executing a software program on a computer.  Network devices 
such as workstations, file servers, and gateways are computer 
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units physically attached to a communications network.

Network architecture is the conceptual framework that defines 
how hardware and software are organized and structured so that 
data can be communicated between diverse computer systems.  As 
stated above, communications involve three elements: computers, 
applications, and networks.  This leads to a conceptual 
framework, or architecture, that groups the communications task 
into general categories commonly referred to as layers.  For 
example, a basic network architecture can be generated that 
organizes the communications task into three independent 
categories or layers: a layer containing logic to support 
various user applications, a layer addressing the various 
aspects of transporting data from one point to another, and a 
layer addressing the connecting of a computer to a network.

As a set of specifications and rules that acts as a structure 
for interconnecting all network components that include network 
devices, software and communications services, the data 
communications network architecture provides a mechanism to 
develop and implement complex networks.  The network 
architecture provides a standardized set of parameters that 
provides a methodology for communicating at all levels in the 
user's environment.  Key features of network architecture 
include: layers, logical structure, end-to-end communications 
and network control, and management facility.  The principal 
benefit of a layered architecture design is to provide protocols 
that specialize in network services and that work with processes 
in adjacent layers to/from a comprehensive set of network 
communications mechanisms.  In other words, each layer should 
have a standardized interface to the layers both above it and 
below it and should be able to communicate directly with the 
equivalent layer of another system.  Furthermore, each layer in 
a network architecture has a specific set of functions to 
perform. 

Today, a number of layered data communications architecture 
exists.  The best known examples are: Open System 
Interconnection (OSI) model developed by the International 
Organization for Standards Organization (ISO), IBM's Systems 
Network Architecture (SNA), Department of Defense (DOD)'s 
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) and 
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Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC)'s Network Architecture (DNA). 
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3.2  OPEN SYSTEMS INTERCONNECTION (OSI) 

3.2.1  INTRODUCTION

The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model is a worldwide 
communications standard developed in the late '70s by the 
International Organization for Standardization/ International 
Electrotechnical Committee (ISO/IEC Joint Technical Committee) 
in joint activity with the International Telephone and Telegraph 
Consultative Committee (CCITT).  The OSI model is a 
specification for a network architecture describing seven layers 
of communications tasks.  The model provides a conceptual and 
functional framework which allows communications network 
specialists to work productively and independently on the 
development of standards for each layer of the OSI seven layers 
reference model (RM).  The OSI RM architecture provides the 
basis for connecting open systems for distributed application 
processing.  The term "open" denotes the ability to establish 
connection between any two systems if those systems conform to 
the RM and its associated standards. 

The OSI model is inherently abstract.  It was developed because 
of the need to interconnect different vendors' products.  This 
model makes transmission of applications independent of the type 
of hardware on which they operate.  Furthermore, the OSI model 
is used to identify areas for developing or improving standards 
and to provide a common reference for maintaining consistency of 
all related standards.  

The OSI model is not intended, (a) to serve as an implementation 
specification, (b) to be a basis for appraising the conformance 
of actual implementations, or (c) to provide a sufficient level 
of detail to define precisely the services and protocols of the 
interconnection architecture.  This model does not specify 
either programming languages, operating systems, or application 
and user interface issues.

3.2.2  OSI SEVEN LAYERS FUNCTIONALITY

Figure 3.2.2-1 illustrates the OSI seven layers RM.  Layer 1 
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consists of the hardware base for the network but does not 
include the physical communication media.  Layer 2 through 7 are 
implemented in software.  The layering of the OSI model provides
transparency; that is, the operation of a single layer of the 
model is independent of the other layers.  The OSI model 
contains one or more of the various protocol functions defined 
in Section 3.1.1.  The principal protocol functions of the OSI 
RM seven layers are described below.

                          ┌──────────────┐ 
                          │    Layer 7   │                 
                          │ Application  │ 
                          │     Layer    │ 
                        ┌─┴──────────────┴─┐ 
                        │      Layer 6     │   
                        │   Presentation   │   
                        │       Layer      │   
                      ┌─┴──────────────────┴─┐     
                      │        Layer 5       │     
                      │        Session       │     
                      │         Layer        │     
                    ┌─┴──────────────────────┴─┐   
                    │          Layer 4         │
                    │      Transport Layer     │
                  ┌─┴──────────────────────────┴─┐
                  │            Layer 3           │
                  │        Network Layer         │
                ┌─┴──────────────────────────────┴─┐
                │              Layer 2             │
                │          Data Link Layer         │
              ┌─┴──────────────────────────────────┴─┐
              │                Layer 1               │
              │            Physical Layer            │
              └──────────────────────────────────────┘     

     Figure 3.2.2-1:  Open Systems Interconnection Model

Physical Link Layer

The Physical Link Layer deals with electrical, mechanical, 
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functional, and procedural characteristics of the protocols used 
to transfer data over a transmission medium.  The functions 
performed by this layer include activating, maintaining, and 
deactivating physical connection, monitoring channels signals, 
and informing the Data Link Layer when a transmission has been 
completed.

Data Link Layer

The Data Link Layer provides for the reliable transfer of data 
across the physical link between two or more adjacent systems. 
This layer sends block of data (frames) with the necessary 
synchronization, frame formatting, flow control, error checking, 
and addressing.   The Data Link Layer ensures accuracy and 
sequencing of message, and tells how to detect and correct 
errors in the Physical Layer.  At this layer, OSI supports LAN, 
WANs, and LAN/WAN interconnectivity.
 
 
Network Layer

The Network Layer provides upper layers with independence from 
the data transmission and switching technologies used to connect 
systems.  It is responsible for providing message addressing, 
routing and relaying functions.  Moreover, this layer provides 
accounting, establishing, maintaining and terminating a 
connection between two adjacent nodes.  At the Network Layer, 
two types of services are provided - Connection-oriented mode 
Network Service (CONS) and Connectionless-mode Network Service 
(CLNS).  CONS is based on the idea that data transfer can occur 
at any time because the data is independent and self-contained.

Transport Layer

The Transport Layer provides reliable, transparent transfer of 
data between end systems (i.e., workstations).  It employs 
specific networking mechanism to handle connection management, 
fragmentation/segmentation, and reassembly of user messages. 
Important protocol classes supported by this layer are:

• Class 0 (TP0) - Simple protocol class for highly reliable 
network services.
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• Class 2 (TP2) - Same as Class 0 with multiplexing feature.

• Class 4 (TP4) - Provides error detection and recovery for 
highly unreliable network services.

Moreover, the Transport Layer provides a network-independent 
transport service to the session layer.  The basic function of 
this layer is to accept data from the Session Layer, split it up 
into smaller units, if need be, pass these to the network layer, 
and ensure that the pieces all arrive correctly at the other 
end.  In addition to supporting a simple connectionless 
transport service, the Transport Layer supports connection-
oriented transport protocols that regulate flow, detect and 
correct errors, and multiplex data, on an end-to-end basis.

Session Layer 
                                               
The Session Layer organizes and structures the interactions 
between pairs of communicating application processes.  It 
defines the logical aspect of logical link management such as 
name-to-address translation, process addressing, and access 
control.
Moreover, this layer synchronizes end-to-end conversations, 
manages data exchange, and terminates connections (sessions) 
between cooperating applications. 
 
Presentation Layer

The Presentation Layer provides for the negotiation and 
establishment of the transfer syntax, which represents the 
encoding of values of the purposes of transferring structured 
data types.  This layer coordinates the conversation of data and 
data formats to meet the needs of the individual application 
processes.   For example, text compression, reformatting, and 
encryption are services provided by the Presentation Layer.

Application Layer

The Application layer provides for distributed processing and 
access; contains the application services and supporting 
protocols that use the lower layers.  It has no formal upper 
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boundary because it includes application programs and their 
individual user interfaces.  Moreover, the Application Layer 
defines the functions used by users to plan, control and 
maintain the operation of a communications network.  At this 
layer, the message is generated as the result of direct input 
from a user.  Some applications provided by the Application 
Layer are resource sharing, file transfers, remote file access, 
database management, and network management.

    
3.2.3  OSI OPERATIONS CONCEPTS  

Figure 3.2.3 illustrates the OSI principles in operation.  It 
shows the segmentation of application data into network packets 
(i.e., PDUs), packet transmission and routing, and the 
reassembling of data packets.  First, consider the most common 
way in which protocols are realized.  When application A has a 
message to send to application B, it transfers those data to an 
application entity in the Application Layer, where this layer 
segments the data if necessary, and appends a header that 
contains the required Application Layer information 
(encapsulation).  The original data, plus the header, is passed 
as a PDU to Layer 6.  The presentation entity treats the whole 
unit as data, and appends its own header (a second 
encapsulation).  This process continues down to through Layer 2, 
which generally adds both a header and a trailer.  This new data 
unit, referred to as a frame, is then transmitted by Layer 1 
onto the transmission medium.   The reverse of the process 
occurs at the destination network device, as the data ascends 
from lower- to upper-layer protocols and the header information 
pertinent to each layer is examined and stripped off.  As the 
network packets successively reach the Layer 6 of the 
destination, application B, they are reassembled into the 
original data message that is usable at the Application Layer 
(Layer 7).
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            Figure 3.2.3 - OSI OPERATION 
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3.2.4  NETWORK ADDRESSING IN OSI

The OSI Network Layer (Layer 3) uses a logical network address 
mechanism to provide independent end-to-end data transfer 
service to a higher protocol layer, such as the Transport Layer. 
This logical address is defined as the Network Service Access 
Point (NSAP) address.  The NSAP address is independent of the 
subnetwork addresses that are used on the individual subnetworks 
for the physical systems connected to them, where a subnetwork 
is defined as  a single system or single "wire" connecting 
various systems in a network.  In a sense, a NSAP address is 
used to identify a user of the OSI network service on a remote 
system, and provide routing and relaying functions in an OSI 
network.  While the routing function takes a destination NSAP 
address and figures out a path through the network, the relaying 
function takes data from one subnetwork interface and passes it 
to another subnetwork interface. 

From an abstract point of view, there are two basic concepts 
used in describing NSAP addresses: the abstract syntax of NSAP 
addresses and the abstract semantics of NSAP addresses.  

The abstract syntax of NSAP addresses deals with data format and 
coding.  The types of NSAP addressing syntax include: binary, 
decimal, character, and national character.  These abstract 
syntaxes are descriptive devices that aid in the written 
description of NSAP addresses, without specifying how these 
addresses are to be carried across the transmission medium.

The abstract semantics of NSAP addresses deals with control 
information for coordination and error handling.  The NSAP 
addresses have a structure that is composed of Initial Domain 
Part (IDP) and Domain Specific Part (DSP).  Figure 3.2.4 shows a
OSI NSAP Address Format.

┌───────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
│    IDP    │                       DSP                         │
├─────┬─────┼─────┬────────┬──────┬─────────┬───────┬─────┬─────┤
│ AFI │ IDI │        Assigned by some local Authorities         │
└─────┴─────┴─────┴────────┴──────┴─────────┴───────┴─────┴─────┘
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            Figure 3.2.4 - OSI NSAP Addresses Format

The IDP specifies subdomain of the global network addressing 
domain.  This IDP is responsible for registration authority for 
the class of NSAP addresses as well as a format for the rest of 
the NSAP address.  The IDP itself consists of two parts, the 
Authority and Format Identifier (AFI) and the Initial Domain 
Identifier (IDI).  The AFI specifies the format of the IDI.  By 
allocating values of IDI, the AFI is responsible for assigning 
values of NSAP addresses to different open systems.  In 
practice, the AFI specifies the DSP syntax and whether leading 
zeros in the IDI are significant.  

The DSP of NSAP addresses consist of various fields, which 
depend on the assigned values of IDP.  The local networking 
authorities will be responsible for assigning the DSP addresses. 

 3.2.5   OSI LAYER SERVICES

In OSI, the services offered by a layer is either connectionless 
or connection-oriented.  A connectionless/datagram service is 
defined as a finite length packet with sufficient information to 
be independently routed from source to destination without 
reliance on previous transmissions.  The maximum size of a 
single Connectionless Network Service data unit is 64,512 octets 
(8-bit bytes).  A connection-oriented/virtual circuit service 
establishes a virtual connection that gives the appearance to 
the user of an actual end-to-end circuit.  A connection-oriented 
service provides for the establishment, maintenance, and 
termination of a logical connection between transport users. 
The principal functions of these services are summarized in 
Table 3.2.5.

Each OSI layer performs a related subset of the functions 
required to communicate with another system.  Each layer 
provides services to the next higher layers and relies on the 
next lower layer to perform more primitive functions and to 
conceal the details of those functions.  In OSI, the network 
service may use data link service; the transport service may use 
either the connectionless-mode network service or the 
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connection-oriented mode network service in order to provide a 
connection-oriented transport service.  Furthermore, while the 
OSI application services are connection-oriented, the 
presentation, session, and transport services use 
connectionless-mode network services.  The underlying end-to-end 
services presently offer a connection-oriented service, but may 
be internally composed of connectionless-mode protocols.

3.2.6  OSI INTRA-LAYER STANDARDS

As discussed above, the OSI model comprises seven layers of 
communication tasks.  In addition to performing a specific set 
of functions, each layer has a standardized interface to the 
layers both above it and below it and is able to communicate 
directly with the equivalent layer of another device.  The 
popular OSI intra-layer standards that are either adopted or in 
the process 
of development by layers is listed in Table 3.2.6.

          Table 3.2.5 - OSI Layer Services Summary

┐──────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
│    MODE      │                    SERVICES                    │ 
│──────────────│────────────────────────────────────────────────
││              │ 
│
│              │. Referred to as Datagram service               │
│              │. Transfers data                                │
│              │. Each data unit sent is processed independently│ 
│              │. No need to establish communication path       │
│ CONNECTION-  │. Requests, indicates, but does not confirm     │
│              │. Sequence checking, flow control and error     │
│ LESS MODE    │. Recovery are not performed                    │
│              │. Data units can be sent to either individual/  │
│              │  group addresses                               │
│              │. Address parameters include source, destination│
│              │. GOSIP Mandatory                               │
│              │                                                │
├──────────────┼────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
│              │                                                │
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│              │. Referred to as virtual circuit service        │
│              │. Transfers data                                │
│              │. Establishes, maintains and releases           │
│              │  communication path                            │
│ CONNECTION-  │. Requests, indicates and confirms              │
│              │. Sequence checking, flow control and error     │
│ ORIENTED MODE│  recovery are performed                        │
│              │. Data units are sent to only individual        │
│              │  addresses                                     │
│              │. Address parameters include calling address,   │
│              │  called address and responding address         │
│              │. GOSIP Optional                                │
│              │                                                │
└──────────────┴────────────────────────────────────────────────┘
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        Table 3.2.6 - Popular OSI Intra-Layer Standards

───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
LAYER               STANDARD NAME              NUMBER      
───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

APPLICATION  Office Document Architecture (ODA)    ISO 8613
              File Transfer, Access & Mgt. (FTAM)   ISO 8571
              Virtual Terminal                      ISO 9040
              Network Management                 ISO 9595/96
              Manufacturing Message Spec.           ISO 9506
              Distributed Transaction Processing    ISO 10026
              Document Filling & Retrieval     SC 18N 1264/5
              Remote Database Access Protocol       ISO 9576
              Job Transfer & Manipulation        ISO 8832/33 
              Document Transfer, Access, and
               Manipulation Protocol          CCITT T.431/433
              Directory Services         CCITT X.500, ISO 9594
              Message Handling Service  CCITT X.400, ISO 10020/21
              Electronic Data Interchange     CCITT X.12
              Common Service Elements:
              . Association Control Service
                  Elements (ACSE)                ISO 8649/50
              . Reliable Transfer Service
                  Elements (RTSE)                ISO 9066
              . Remote Operations Service
                  Elements (ROSE)                ISO 9072
              Message-Oriented Text Interchange
                System (MOTIS)                   ISO 10021

PRESENTATION  Connection-oriented Presentation
                 Protocol                  CCITT X.226, ISO 8822
                                                     &  ISO 8823
               Connectionless Presentation
                 Protocol                            ISO 9576

               Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1)  ISO 8824 &
                                                        ISO 8825

SESSION      Connection-oriented Session Protocol  ISO 8326, 8327
              Connectionless Session Protocol        ISO 9548
              Symmetric Synchronization              ISO 8327-AD1
───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
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              Unlimited User Data                    ISO 8327-AD2

TRANSPORT    Connection-oriented Transport Prot.   ISO 8072, 8073
              Connectionless Transport Protocol      ISO 9602

NETWORK      Connectionless Network Prot. (CLNP)    ISO 8348/AD1
              Addressing Format                      ISO 8348/AD2
              Connection-mode Network Prot. (CONS)   ISO 8348

   Table 3.2.6:  Popular OSI Intra-Layer Standards  (Cont.)

───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
LAYER               STANDARD NAME              NUMBER      
───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

              Packet Level Protocol (PLP)            ISO 8208
              X.25 Packet level Protocol in LANs     ISO 8881
              X.25 to provide CONS                   ISO 8878
              End System to Intermediate System 
                  (ES-IS) Routing                    ISO 9542
              IS-IS Routing                          ISO 10589
              Internetworking Protocol               ISO 8473
              OSI Network Service                    ISO 8880
              Connection-oriented Network Service
                over ISDN                 CCITT Q.931, ISO 9574

DATA LINK    Logical Link Control        IEEE 802.2, ISO 8802/2
              Media Access Control:
              . CSMA/CD                   IEEE 802.3, ISO 8802/3
              . Token Bus                 IEEE 802.4, ISO 8802/4
              . Token Ring                IEEE 802.5, ISO 8802/5
              High-Level Data Link Control 
                 (HDLC)                           ISO 4335, 7809
              Link Access Protocol - Balance 
                (LAPB)                      CCITT X.25, ISO 7776
              Fiber Distributed Data Interface
               (FDDI) Medium Access Control (MAC)      ISO 9314-2
              Integrated Services Digital Network 
               (ISDN)                           CCITT 1.430/1.431

PHYSICAL     CSMA/CD                     IEEE 802.3, ISO 8802/3
───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
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              Token Bus                   IEEE 802.4, ISO 8802/4
              Token Ring                  IEEE 802.5, ISO 8802/5
              FDDI Physical Layer Protocol
               (PHY)                                  ISO 9314-1
              FDDI Physical layer Medium  
                     Dependent (PMD)                  ISO-9314-3
              Slotted Ring                            ISO 8802/7

OSI MODEL RELATED:
              Application Layer Structure               ISO 9545
              Procedures for OSI Registration
                Authorities                             ISO 9834
              Security Architecture                   ISO 7498-2
              Naming and Addressing                   ISO 7498-3
              Management Framework                    ISO 7498-4
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3.2.7   CONCLUSION

Today, OSI is recognized as a popular networking standard that 
solely supports communications between computers.  In a sense, 
the OSI model provides the framework for explaining how 
computers in communications networks interoperate.  In addition 
to bringing improved control and reliability to complex 
communications networks, the OSI model provides better 
adaptation to change and better peer-layer to peer-layer 
interaction across the networks.  By using a logical network 
address mechanism, the OSI model provides significantly the end-
to-end services in transferring data from one computer to 
another.  Furthermore, the OSI applications offer a rich set of 
services that are particularly attractive to both network users 
and applications programmers.  The OSI reference model is widely 
supported.  As newer terminal and communications equipment moves 
into the installed base, its seven-layer protocols will become 
more universally and uniformly applied.
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3.3  GOVERNMENT OPEN SYSTEMS INTERCONNECTION PROFILE

3.3.1   INTRODUCTION

Today, Governments in several countries including the U.S. have 
defined or are defining a subset of the protocol standards to 
use for their Government internetworking operations.  This 
standard is called a Government Open Systems Interconnection 
Profile or GOSIP.  In the U.S. the Federal Government mandated 
use of the GOSIP standard throughout all Federal Government 
computer network services until 1997.

CREATION OF U.S. GOSIP

GOSIP was developed by the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) and the Information Resources Managers of key 
Federal Government agencies in response to the needs of an 
increasingly complex and demanding government computing 
environment.  GOSIP is based on NIST Workshop for Implementation 
Agreements for OSI standards.  The OSI standards were developed 
by the International Standards Organization (ISO) and CCITT in 
response to the need for multi-vendor computer interoperability.

As classified in the Federal Information Processing Standard 
(FIPS) PUB 146, there are three groups of sources used to create 
U.S. GOSIP: primary, secondary and tertiary.  The primary source 
was the " Stable Implementation Agreements for OSI Protocols," 
that provides implementation specifications that are derived 
from service and protocol standards issued by the ISO, the CCITT 
and the IEEE.

The secondary sources were used to create a complete set of 
functionality when the NIST Implementors' Agreements did not 
provide completeness.  The secondary sources include: 
International Standards and Recommendations, and Draft 
International Standards.  Since this profile is one of open 
systems, the secondary sources include specifications that are 
international standards or are advancing to become international 
standards.  

The tertiary sources are created to supply functionality that 
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were not derived from the international standards process.  They 
are interim solutions permitted only when international 
standards do not provide the necessary functionality.  The 
tertiary sources include: American National Standards Institute 
(ANSI) Standards, Draft Proposed International Standards (DIS), 
Federal Information Processing Standards and Military Standards. 
The GOSIP Advanced Requirements Group will replace all 
functionality derived from tertiary source protocols in GOSIP 
with suitable primary and secondary sources substitutes, when 
available.  

OBJECTIVE OF GOSIP

Beginning in 1990, the use of GOSIP standard (FIPS PUB 146) is 
required by law for all Federal Government agencies when 
acquiring computer networking products or services and 
communications systems or services.  These services should 
provide equivalent functionality to the protocols defined in 
GOSIP.  The objectives of GOSIP are:

• to achieve interconnection and interoperability of computers 
and systems that are acquired from different manufacturers in 
an open systems environment;

• to reduce the costs of computer network systems by increasing 
alternative sources of supply;

• to facilitate the use of advanced technology by the Federal 
Government; and

• to stimulate the development of commercial products compatible 
with OSI standards.

3.3.2   GOSIP ARCHITECTURE AND PROTOCOLS

Based on agreements reached at NIST Workshop for Implementors of 
OSI, GOSIP represents a significant resource which may be 
referenced by both inexperienced and sophisticated OSI users. 
Using the OSI RM for the architecture structure, GOSIP allows 
internetworking between interoperable, multi-vendor networks. 
GOSIP specifies compliance requirements or recommendations for 
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all seven layers of the OSI RM.  The functions of these layers 
are described in Subsection 2.  The complete suite of protocols 
supported by GOSIP as well as the functionality are defined in 
GOSIP FIPS PUB 146.  This GOSIP FIPS will be updated by issuing 
new versions every 12 to 18 months to reflect the progress being 
made by vendors in providing OSI products with new services 
useful to Federal Government agencies.  A new version of GOSIP 
specifies the architecture and protocols that were included in 
each of the previous versions plus additional new protocols so 
that Federal Government agencies can easily determine the 
applicable compliance data for each protocols.  Furthermore, new 
versions of GOSIP will be issued no more frequently than once a 
year.  Comments of manufacturers, Federal Government agencies 
and the public will be solicited before each new version is 
released.

GOSIP VERSION 1

Version 1 of GOSIP (FIPS 146) has been mandatory since August 
1990.  This Version provided two application layer protocols: 
electronic mail and file transfer services using the OSI 
standards for Message Handling Systems (MHS) and File Transfer, 
Access, and Management (FTAM).  Version 1 of GOSIP supported 
interoperability among users on CCITT Recommendation X.25, 
Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (IEEE 
802.5), Token Bus (IEEE 802.4) and Token Ring (IEEE 802.5) 
subnetworks.  In addition, Version 1 of GOSIP provided routing 
and reliable transfer of data through a connectionless-mode 
network layer protocol (CLNP) and a single transport protocol 
class 4 (TP4). 
 

GOSIP VERSION 2

Current Version of GOSIP is Version 2 (FIPS 146), which was 
adopted in April 1992 and made mandatory in October 1992. 
Figure 3.3.2-2 illustrates the GOSIP Version 2 architecture and 
protocols.  This version contains all the protocols that appear 
in Version 1 of GOSIP plus the following protocols:

• Virtual Terminal Service (TELNET and Forms profiles);
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• Office Document Architecture (ODA);
• Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN);
• End System to Intermediate System protocol (ES-IS)
• Connectionless Transport Service (CLTS); and
• Connection-mode Network Service (CONS).

GOSIP VERSIONS 3 AND 4 

Version 3 of GOSIP is scheduled for release in the fourth 
quarter 1993.  This version will supersede Version 2 of GOSIP 
and is expected to add the following protocols and services:

• Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI)
• FTAM Extension
• Virtual Terminal (X.3, scroll, forms and page profiles)
• Directory Services (X.500)
• Network Management
• Computer Graphics Metafile (CGM)
• Message Handling System (MHS) based on 1988 CCITT
• Optional Security Enhancements
• Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML)
• Manufacturing Message Specification
• Intra-Domain Dynamic Routing
• Optional Class 2 Transport Protocol
• Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)

Version 4 of GOSIP is scheduled for release in 1995.  The 
following protocols are candidates for inclusion in Version 4:

Figure 3.3.2-2:  GOSIP Version 2 Architecture and Protocols
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• Transaction Processing (TP)
• Remote Data Base Access
• Additional Optional Security Enhancements
• Additional Network Management Functions
• Inter-Domain Dynamic Routing

3.3.3   U.S. GOSIP NSAP ADDRESSES

As discussed above, GOSIP uses the OSI model for its 
architecture structure.  The U.S. GOSIP Network Service Access 
Point (NSAP) was developed based on the OSI/NSAP addresses. 
Figure 3.3.3 shows the GOSIP Version 2/NSAP address structure 
including the number of octets (8-bit bytes) in each field. 
This NSAP address has an AFI of 47 and an IDI of 0005.  These 
values are available for use by all of the Federal Government 
agencies.  GOSIP Version 2 also specifies the assignment of DSP 
values to the General Services Administration (GSA).  The fields 
in the DSP of GOSIP Version 2 include the DSP Format Identifier 
(DFI), the Administrative Authority (AA), the Reserved field 
(Resd.), the Routing Domain (RD), the Area, the End System (ES) 
and the NSAP Selector (NSEL).  These fields are explained below.

┌───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
│    IDP    │                       DSP                        │
├─────┬─────┼─────┬────────┬──────┬─────────┬───────┬─────┬────┤
│ AFI │ IDI │ DFI │   AAI  │ Resd.│   RD    │ AREA  │ ES  │NSEL│
└─────┴─────┴─────┴────────┴──────┴─────────┴───────┴─────┴────┘
   1     2     1      3       2       2         2      6     1
(# Octets)

    Figure 3.3.3.  GOSIP Version 2 NSAP Address Structure

The DFI specifies and supports DSP's structure, semantics and 
administration.  Currently, the value of DFI is 10000000 in 
binary number or 80 in hexadecimal (hex) number, which is 
defined under the GOSIP IDI value of 0005.  Version 2 of GOSIP 
uses the AA field to identify the entity (i.e., application 
user, workstation) responsible for the organization of the 
Intermediate Systems (ISs) (i.e., bridges, routers, brouters), 
and End Systems (ESs) (i.e., PCs, workstations, minicomputers, 
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mainframes) into various routing domains and areas.  The AA 
field also identifies the allocation and the assignment of the 
DSP's elements as well as policies governing the distributed 
information within the DSP.  Under its delegated authority as 
Address Registration Authority for IDI value 0005, GSA is 
responsible for assigning, maintaining, and publicizing unique 
AA identifiers (AAI) for all Federal Government agencies that 
require distinct Administrative Domains.

GOSIP version 2 uses the Reserved field to encode further levels 
of information for the AA and RD fields.  The RD field, which 
collects ISs and ESs, operates common routing protocols and are 
under the control of a single administration.   The AA is 
responsible for: (a) the organization of ESs and ISs into RDs; 
(b) the further structure and assignment of NSAP addresses; (c) 
the policies that govern the information that is collected and 
disseminated both internally to the Administrative Domain; and 
(d) the establishment of subdomains and the corresponding 
delegation of responsibilities.  The Area field, a subdomain of 
a routing domain, helps to greatly reduce the resources required 
for maintenance, computation, and storage of routing 
information.  Both the RD and the Areas are concepts employed by 
routing protocols.  The End System ID is a six-octet field that 
uniquely identifies an ES within an area.  A local administrator 
is responsible for assigning the format, value, structure and 
meaning of this End System field.  Finally, the NSEL identifies 
a user of the network service, which is usually a transport 
entity.  However, this NSEL can be used to identify direct users 
of the network layer service as well.  

3.3.4   AN EXAMPLE OF ESTABLISHMENT OF A NSAP STRATEGY

As discussed above, since August 1990, compliance with GOSIP is 
compulsory and binding for procurement of new network products 
and services.  The implementation of GOSIP compliant networks 
will take place under the influence of numerous administrations 
and contributing factors.  Figure 3.3.4-1 shows a typical 
establishment of a NSAP addresses strategy for a communications 
network. 
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┌───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
│    IDP    │                       DSP                        │
├─────┬─────┼─────┬────────┬──────┬───────┬──────┬────────┬────┤
│ AFI │ IDI │ DFI │   AAI  │ Resd.│   RD  │ AREA │   ES   │NSEL│
└─────┴─────┴─────┴────────┴──────┴───────┴──────┴────────┴────┘

  47    0005    80     003000    0000    0231    0130  02000307BC6E  01
             (hex.)
       
    Figure 3.3.4-1:  A Typical GOSIP NSAP Addresses Strategy.

In this figure, the first three addresses (i.e., 47, 0005 and 
80) are the fixed addresses and are assigned by the U.S. GOSIP 
committee (i.e., NIST and Information Resources Managers of key 
Federal Government agencies).  The current IDP and DFI values 
assigned for all Federal Government agencies are 470005 and 80 
(hex.), respectively.  The AAI identifies a particular GOSIP 
routing administration and assigned by GSA.  In this example, 
the AAI value 003000 is used.  The network managers, who are 
responsible for setting NSAP addresses for their agency 
networks, will assign the values of the remaining NSAP 
addresses.  The typical values used for the Reserved field and 
RD field can be set 0000 and 0230, respectively.  The use of 
this RD value, 0230, is explained as follows: 0 is used for 
extra Reserved; 2 and 30 are used to indicate a Region number 
and a Building number.  The typical address, 0130, that is used 
for the Area address indicates a subnetwork number for a host 
machine.  The End System value, 020003070BC6E, is a typical 
Ethernet address.  For the NSEL address, the value is set 01 in 
this example. 

3.3.5  GOSIP CONFORMANCE AND INTEROPERABILITY TESTING

Over the past few years, the U.S GOSIP Testing Program has been 
established with the intention of providing for GOSIP product 
suppliers a means of verifying compliance with GOSIP 
specifications in a tangible and objective way.  NIST has been 
given the responsibility of establishing conformance testing 
laboratories and a product registration scheme as well as 
providing pointers to reputable interoperability testing 
services.
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Conformance testing to the GOSIP is used to verify that an 
implementation functions in accordance with a GOSIP 
specification.  NIST issued GOSIP Version 1 testing guidance in 
"GOSIP Conformance and Interoperation Testing and Registration". 
Conformance tests and tests systems are currently being 
developed by several testing organizations.  GOSIP requires 
conformance products for Federal Government agency procurements.

Interoperability testing duplicates the "real-life" environment 
in which an implementation will be used.  Once conformance 
testing has been passed, the vendor's product may undergo 
interoperability testing.  Presently, NIST does not have an 
interoperability test suite.  Instead, NIST has created the 
OSINET network, which is a network available to vendors to 
facilitate the performance of interoperability testing.

3.3.6  CONCLUSION

Currently, OSI capabilities are state-of-the art and represent 
the latest advances in networking technology.  As OSI standards 
are architected for growth and will evolve to keep up with new 
technology,  GOSIP is also growing and will be used widely in 
the Federal Government.  Current and future versions of GOSIP 
offers many benefits to Government computer users.  The 
applications are rich and valued, including electronic mail, 
file transfer, directory services, security and network 
management.  Standards for LANs, WANs, and integrated data, 
voice and video (i.e., ISDN) are also included.  Moreover, by 
providing users the ability to incorporate communications 
facilities in such a way as to promote interoperability and 
connectivity, GOSIP engenders substantial cost savings that 
should increase over the life cycle of the system.  These 
savings are largely predictable in the sense that vendors are 
able to meet with an agency to develop long-term solutions which 
minimize long-term costs.  In conclusion, GOSIP is bringing up-
to-date communications knowledge, technology, and products to 
Federal Government agencies.
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3.4  THE DOD MODEL AND TCP/IP PROTOCOLS 

The history of the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet 
Protocol (TCP/IP) protocols dates back to the mid 1960s when 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DAPRA) initiated 
research into the capability of packet switching technology to 
develop ARPANET.  The project proved successful, and ARPANET 
began operation in 1969 and developed into a worldwide packet 
switching network connecting hundreds of dissimilar computers. 
The ARPANET research engendered additional networks that are 
collectively referred to as DAPRA Internet, TCP/IP Internet, or 
simply the Internet.  ARPANET's 56 Kbps transmission rate was 
dismantled in June 1990, and replaced with the Defense Research 
Internet (DRI) which is based upon a T-1 (1.544 Mbps) backbone. 
In this section, the architecture used to develop ARPANET and 
TCP/IP protocols are described.  This architecture is referred 
to as the Department of Defense (DOD) Protocol Architecture.

3.4.1  DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE PROTOCOL ARCHITECTURE (DAP)

Both OSI and Department of Defense Protocol Architecture (DAP) 
models deal with communications among heterogeneous computers. 
Both are based on the concepts of protocols and have many 
similarities.  The DAP model consists of a four-layer 
architecture.  This includes the Network Access (or Local 
Network Layer), the Internet Layer, the Host-to-Host Layer, and 
the Process Application Layer.  Figure 3.4.1 compares the four 
layers of the DPA model to the seven of the OSI model.  The 
functions of these layers are explained below.
                                       
The Network Access Layer, which includes the OSI Physical and 
Data Link Layers, contains the protocols that provide access to 
the locally-attached LANs or WANs.  A fundamental function of 
these protocols is to route data between hosts attached to the 
same network.  Other services that may be provided are flow 
control and error control between hosts.  The term "host" is 
typically used as a generic name to identify a mainframe, a 
minicomputer, a personal computer, a workstation, or a server. 

The Internet Layer, which includes the OSI Network Layer 
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functions, contains the procedures required to allow data to 
traverse multiple networks between hosts.  The Internet Protocol 
(IP) resides on both hosts and gateways or routers and relays 
data from the source host to the destination host. 

The Host-to-Host Layer, which provides OSI Transport Layer 
functions, contains the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) that 
is capable of delivering data between two processes on different 

       ┌────┬───────────────┬─────────────────────┐   
       │    │     OSI       │          DPA        │   
       ├────┼───────────────┼────┬────────────────┤   
       │ 7  │ Applications  │ 7  │                │   
       │    │               │    │                │   
       ├────┼───────────────┼────┤   Process/     │   
       │ 6  │ Presentation  │ 6  │   Applications │   
       │    │               │    │                │   
       ├────┼───────────────┼────┤                │   
       │ 5  │ Session       │ 5  ├────────────────┤   
       │    │               │    │                │   
       ├────┼───────────────┼────┤   Host-Host    │   
       │ 4  │ Transport     │ 4  │                │   
       │    │               │    │                │   
       ├────┼───────────────┼────┼────────────────┤   
       │ 3  │ Network       │ 3  │   Internet     │     
       │    │               │    ├────────────────┤   
       ├────┼───────────────┼────┤                │   
       │ 2  │ Data Link     │ 2  │   Network      │   
       │    │               │    │   Access       │   
       ├────┼───────────────┼────┤                │   
       │ 1  │ Physical      │ 1  │                │
       └────┴───────────────┴────┴────────────────┘

   Figure 3.4.1 - A Comparison of OSI Architecture and DPA 

host computers.  Other possible services include error and flow 
control and the ability to deal with control signals not 
associated with a logical data connection.

The DAP Process/Application Layer includes the OSI Session, 
───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
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Presentation, and Application Layer functions.  This layer
contains protocols for resource sharing (e.g., computer-to-
computer) and remote access (e.g., terminal-to-computer).
Using this architecture, DoD issued the following protocol 
standards:

• Internet Layer:  MIL-STD-1777 Internet Protocol (IP)

•  Host-to-Host Layer:  MIL-STD-1778 Transmission Control 
Protocol (TCP)

• Process/Application Layer: 

      (a)  MIL-STD-1780 File Transfer Protocol (FTP)

      (b)  MIL-STD-1781 Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)

      (c)  MIL-STD-1782 Telnet Protocol

3.4.2  TCP/IP

As discussed above, the TCP/IP suite  is part of a family of 
protocols that was developed in the 1970s, and funded by the 
U.S. Government's Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA).   TCP/IP has become the internetworking protocols for a 
large number of academic, research, and commercial networks.

TCP/IP is a set of communications protocols that makes up the 
Internet protocol suite.   Within its incorporation in most 
versions of UNIX and its support by virtually every computer 
vendor, TCP/IP has become a popular way to build networks. 
Today, TCP/IP is widely accepted because of popular use, 
however, it does not have OSI's international support.  TCP/IP 
combines two specific protocols, TCP and IP, that existed within 
a protocol stack.  Although TCP and IP are not part of the OSI 
protocol suite, their functions are the equivalent of the OSI 
Layer 4 (i.e., Transport Layer) protocol and the OSI Layer 3 
(i.e., Network Layer) protocol, respectively.  

TCP/IP provides the reliable data transfer, full duplex, stream 
service on which many application protocols depend.  The 
services also include addressing, network connection 
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establishment, data transmission flow control, and network 
connection release.  Moreover, TCP/IP provides the network 
services such as routing and management, name control and 
translation, status translation and communications, 
fragmentation and reassembly, and delivering.
 

3.4.3  IP ADDRESSES

TCP/IP consists of five classes of IP addresses: A, B, C, D and 
E.  The uses of each address class is described below:

(a)  The class A network is best suited for an environment with 
a 
     small number of networks, each with a large number of 
hosts; 

(b)  The class B network is best suited for an environment with 
     an intermediate number of networks, each with an    
     intermediate number of hosts; 

(c)  The class C network is best suited for an environment with 
a 
     large number of networks, each with a small number of 
hosts;   
     
(d)  The class D and E networks are reserved for a special use. 

Depending on the network setup, each class of address is chosen. 
For example, a very large organization, which may have thousands 
of networks, would probably not elect to use a class A address 
because it is limited to 127 networks.  On the other hand, a 
class C address limits the hosts on one network to 254.  This 
may be equally unappealing to a large organization.  There are 
no rules for implementing one class of address instead of 
another except for the obvious limitations on the number of host 
and networks.  

An IP address must be assigned for each host of a communications 
network.   An IP address consists of a 32-bit number, usually 
represented as four 8-bit bytes in decimal format, separated by 
decimal points.  An IP address can be broken down into three 
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components: network address, subnetwork address, and host 
address.  The subnetwork address is actually contained in the 
host address field.   Figure 3.4.3-1 shows the characteristics 
of the five classes of IP addresses and examples.

_________________________________________________________________________

Addr.  Value of    Maximum    Maximum       Address format        Example

class  high-order  network    host      

       byte *      Addresses  Addresses  

_________________________________________________________________________

A       1-127       127    16,777,214     net.host.host.host   120.101.240.19

B     128-191     16,384       65,536     net.net.host.host    159.100.30.6

C     192-223   2,097,152         254     net.net.net.host     205.142.5.129

D     224-254                        (Reserved for special use)

E                                    (Reserved for special use)

_________________________________________________________________________

* In the "net" and "host" portions, 255 is used for masking and broadcasting respectively.

        Figure 3.4.3-1:  Classes of IP Addresses 

3.4.4   CONCLUSION

TCP/IP has evolved to become one of the most mature of 
networking environments.  TCP/IP's value is attributed to its 
ability to provide connectivity in conjunction with Ethernet 
among different LAN platforms, ranging from microcomputers to 
minicomputers to mainframes.  On the wide area side, TCP/IP is 
often used with X.25, a packet switching network widely used in 
WANs.  In addition, network vendors have successfully layered 
OSI protocols such as the ISO File Transfer and Management 
(FTAM), ISO Common Application Services Element (CASE), and the 
ISO X.400 Message Handling System (MHS) above TCP/IP as well. 
These gateways will provide the glue to interconnect TCP/IP 
networks with those networks running OSI.  Initially, most 
networks will continue to run the TCP/IP protocols, but as 
networking becomes more and more global (TCP/IP runs out of 
addresses), OSI networks will survive and become the dominant 
networking standard.  
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3.5  IBM SYSTEM NETWORK ARCHITECTURE  

System Network Architecture (SNA), developed in the mid-1970s by 
IBM for data communications systems , is a total description of 
the layers, logical structure, protocols, frame formats, and 
operational sequences for data transmission over an IBM network. 
SNA outlines the logical structure and encompasses application 
programs in the IBM network by setting the configurations of its 
nodes and the links between them through remote terminals.  SNA 
provides a common approach for centralized as well as 
decentralized applications. 

3.5.1  KEY SNA FEATURES

The key features of SNA that are discussed in this section 
include Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC), Network 
Addressable Units (NAUs), layering and sessions. 

The SDLC is used for transparent transmission of the code 
structure of the data over the network.  This SDLC, generally 
viewed as a single unifying protocol for SNA, has such functions 
as open, manage, and close the data transmission process between 
SNA network hardware components.  The SDLC commands are 
consequently a series of bit patterns that make this protocol 
more efficient in reducing transmission overhead.  Once a SDLC 
device begins transmitting a frame by sending a flag pattern, 
the SDLC monitors the bit stream for a sequence of five ones and 
inserts a zero after every fifth one.  At the end of the 
transmission of a frame (i.e., a block of data), the SDLC sends 
another identical flag to move these zeros and allows the 
receiving device to identify which information is in the 
address, command, control, information and error checking 
fields.  A SDLC single-frame format is illustrated in Figure 
3.5.1.

                                                                
 ├──────────────────────── Frame ────────────────────────────┤
 ├─────┬────────┬────────┬────────────┬──────────────┬───────┤   
 ┤Flag │ Address│ Control│ Information│Error Checking│ Flag  ├
 └─────┴────────┴────────┴────────────┴──────────────┴───────┘
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 8 bits  8 bits   8 bits   Variable (bits)    16 bits     8 bits
  
               Figure 3.5.1.  A SDLC Frame

In a SNA network, each frame that consists a unique network name 
and address assigned is called Network Addressable Unit (NAU). 
The principal function of NAU is to identify the routing 
locations, enabling end-users to transmit data to each other.  A 
NAU separates the physical network elements from logical network 
design of SNA, removing communications functions from 
application programs and isolating them in the hardware and 
software. 

A NAU consists of Logical Units (LUs), Physical Units (PUs) and 
a System Services Control Point (SSCP).  LUs consist of network 
addresses and are used to interface end-users to the network. 
The main function of LU is to provide network status information 
such as communication capability and activities.  PUs are the 
resource controllers for the nodes and serves as entry points 
between the network and LUs.  A SSCP is used for network 
management.  In a complex multidomain SNA network, each domain 
has its own SSCP.  A SSCP contains the network's address tables, 
name-to-address translation tables, routing tables and 
instructions.  In addition to monitoring the physical layers to 
ensure that they are active, the SSCP coordinates communications 
between network components and has data error checking 
capability. 

3.5.2  SNA LAYERS

SNA consists of seven layers that include physical control, data 
link control, path control, transmission control, data flow 
control, presentation services and transaction services.  The 
SNA layered architecture is similar to but not identical with 
the ISO's Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) reference model. 
Each SNA layer interacts with its adjacent layers in the SNA 
network.  Figure 3.5.2 shows a comparison of communications 
architectures of OSI, DoD and SNA.  The principal functions of 
the seven SNA layers are summarized in Table 3.5.2.  
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 ┌────┬───────────────┬─────────────────────┬───┬───────────────┐
 │    │     OSI       │          DPA        │   │    SNA        │
 ├────┼───────────────┼────┬────────────────┼───┼───────────────┤
 │ 7  │ Applications  │ 7  │                │ 7 │ Transition    │
 │    │               │    │                │   │ Services      │
 ├────┼───────────────┼────┤   Process/     ├───┼───────────────┤
 │ 6  │ Presentation  │ 6  │   Applications │ 6 │ Presentation  │
 │    │               │    │                │   │ Services      │
 ├────┼───────────────┼────┤                ├───┼───────────────┤
 │ 5  │ Session       │ 5  ├────────────────┤ 5 │ Data flow     │
 │    │               │    │                │   │ Control       │
 ├────┼───────────────┼────┤   Host-Host    ├───┼───────────────┤
 │ 4  │ Transport     │ 4  │                │ 4 │ Transmission  │
 │    │               │    │                │   │ Control       │
 ├────┼───────────────┼────┼────────────────┼───┼───────────────┤
 │ 3  │ Network       │ 3  │   Internet     │ 3 │ Path          │
 │    │               │    ├────────────────┤   │ Control       │
 ├────┼───────────────┼────┤                ├───┼───────────────┤
 │ 2  │ Data Link     │ 2  │                │ 2 │ Data Link     │
 │    │               │    │   Network      │   │ Control       │
 ├────┼───────────────┼────┤   Access       ├───┼───────────────┤
 │ 1  │ Physical      │ 1  │                │ 1 │ Physical      │
 │    │               │    │                │   │ Control       │
 └────┴───────────────┴────┴────────────────┴───┴───────────────┘

   Figure 3.5.2 - A Comparison of SNA, DPA and OSI Architecture
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       Table 3.5.2 - SNA Seven Layers Functionality

───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
  LAYER                 COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

TRANSACTION   Provides network management services that include 
 SERVICES     configurations services, network operator 
services, 
    (7)        session services and maintenance and management 
               services.

PRESENTATION  Provides format translation services, compression 
 SERVICES     and compaction services and transaction program 
    (6)        support services.

 
DATA FLOW     Responsible for providing session-related services,
 CONTROL      which are visible and of interest to end-user 
    (5)        processes and terminals, such as send/receive 
               mode, chaining, bracketing, response options, and 
               shutdown.

TRANSMISSION  Responsible for establishing, maintaining, and 
 CONTROL      terminating SNA sessions that are logical 
    (4)        relations between endpoints.  This layer also 
               provides an optional data encryption/decryption 
               facility.
        
  PATH        Responsible for routing and flow control.
 CONTROL 
   (3)         

DATA LINK     Responsible for the reliable transfer of data 
 CONTROL      across a physical link.  A primary function of this
   (2)         layer is to detect and recover from transmission 
               errors.

PHYSICAL      Specifies the mechanical, electrical, and 
───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
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 CONTROL      procedural characteristics of the protocol used
   (1)         to transfer bits between two nodes. 
 

3.5.3  SNA SESSIONS

Data transfer through a SNA network occurs in sessions.  A 
session is a logical and physical path connecting between two 
Network Addressable Units (NAUs), through which large amounts of 
data can be exchanged over a specific period of time.  The 
connection and disconnection of any session that affect 
communications are responsibilities of the SSCP.  The types of 
SNA sessions include SSCP-to-PU Sessions, SSCP-to-LU sessions, 
SSCP-to-SSCP sessions, and LU-to-LU sessions.  Most types of 
these sessions last for short periods of time and perform 
network control, management function or diagnostic.  The 
sessions, however, cannot be active simultaneously.

3.5.4   SNA IMPLEMENTATION

Today, SNA is widely implemented in industrial and Government 
communications networks.  This subsection will provide an 
understanding of this implementation by discussing some popular 
IBM hardware and software implemented in SNA networks.  Figure 
3.5.4-1 illustrates a SNA network consisting of some types of 
these products.

HARDWARE

The IBM equipment that can be implemented in a SNA network 
includes mainframes, minicomputers and microcomputers.  Some IBM 
mainframes that support full SNA configurations are the 
System/370, the 4341 and 4381 mainframes, the 308X and 309X 
families of large mainframes and the 303X family of medium-to-
large mainframes.  The 9370 superminis and the 4321, 4331, and 
4361 minis are among IBM minicomputers that support limited SNA 
configurations through an integrated communications adapter 
(ICA) installed in a front-end communications processor.  The 
IBM System/3X family and AS/400 computers can function as hosts 
for a small SNA network.  The IBM System/88 family supports 
several SNA application programs.
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In addition to using IBM 3172 that enhances the use of existing 
Local Area Network (LAN) resources within SNA, the other IBM 
communications controllers that can be implemented in SNA 
networks include the IBM 3705, 3710, 3720, 3725, 3745 and 3174. 
These devices can function as front-end processors for 
mainframes or front remote communications controller.  The 3710 
concentrates SDLC protocol over SNA/SDLC and X.25 links and 
opens up SNA to the asynchronous world by providing an IBM-
endorsed asynchronous gateway into SNA networks.  The 3745 
increases the number of lines that improves capabilities for 
X.25 and Token Ring LAN attachment.  The 3174 supports the use 
of LAN applications on DOS workstations.

SOFTWARE

In general, standalone IBM operating systems, such as MVS/SP 
1.3, MVS/XA, DOS/VSE/AF, and VM/SP, support current SNA levels.

    Figure 3.5.4-1  -  A Typical SNA Network
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Within an SNA network, either the Advanced Communications 
Function (ACF)/Telecommunications Access Method (TCAM) or 
ACF/Virtual Telecommunications Access Method (VTAM) is required. 
ACF/TCAM is a queued access method designed to handle messages 
arriving at an unpredictable rate.  ACF/VTAM, on the other hand, 
provides immediate access to host application programs and best 
serves the user whose network consists predominantly of 
SNA/SADLY devices.  Currently, the ACF/VTAM is used widely by 
IBM to improve SNA performance that supports direct 
communications between host applications and SNA devices on 
several types of
LANs, including those conforming to FDDI.  This access method 
connects and disconnects sessions and it maintains information 
on the configurations of the SNA.  Through a series of network 
management programs, the SNA ACF/VTAM communicates with network 
operators and allows them to detect, record, and correct 
physical and logical errors.

A SNA network often uses a set of host-resident programs for 
network operations, error detection, error correction, and 
management.  This includes Network Communications Control 
Facility (NCCF), Network Performance Monitor (NPM) and Netview.
   

3.5.5   EVOLUTION OF SNA

By providing the software tools that support communications in 
complex networks, IBM enables SNA to support increasingly multi-
system networks and enhance distributed networks of IBM 
mainframes.  Today, SNA networks can support interconnection of 
remote computing systems by using multiple communications 
channels with alternate routing.  Furthermore, the SNA network 
operations management is toward centralized network operations 
control, whose significant functions include: controlling day-
to-day operations, identifying data transmission problems, 
measuring and reporting network performance, tracking 
resolution of network problems, and coordinating implementation 
of network changes.  Emphasis of SNA is on identifying 
application-to-application services as part of the network 
addressable unit services layer.  These services allow 
application programs to communicate with each other easily. 
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3.6  UNISYS BURROUGHS NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 

3.6.1   GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Burroughs Network Architecture (BNA) is a network architecture 
that allows the interconnection of multiple systems from 
different families of the Burroughs product line.  The current 
BNA is used to transport data over local area and wide area 
networks for the Unisys A series line of mainframes and CP2000 
communications processors. 

Basically, a BNA network is capable of providing the following 
functions:

• allowing communications networks to operate, organize, 
control and manage distributed processing systems;  

• unifying multiple computer systems into a single system that 
is capable of sharing information, peripherals, and 
processing power of the entire network;

• providing the flexibility to access information on any system 
in the network as if it was a local resource to every user; 
and

• supplying cooperative system interfaces that connect other 
vendors' equipment to BNA supported systems.

BNA is capable of consisting of hundred nodes.  At each node, 
there are two basic functional services: Host Services/ 
Distributed Systems Services (DSS) and Network Services.  The 
Host Services provides system end user services on local or 
remote hosts via a collection of functions that provide ease end 
user access within the network.  The Network Services is 
responsible for the actual formatting, routing and transmission 
of messages.  Moreover, BNA provides the Network Control 
Facility (NCF), which is an optional set of utility software 
that lets a host assume centralized control of a network.

3.6.2   LAYERING ARCHITECTURE
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As discussed above, BNA has a layering architecture design that 
consists of two services:  Host Services/DSS and Network 
Services.  Figure 3.6.2-1 illustrates Host Services and Network 
Services with Inter-Process Communication (IPC).  Each service 
performs a specific function in transporting information from 
one system to another as well as maintain dialogue with 
corresponding service in destination system.  Furthermore, these 
services can be enhanced to take advantage of new technology 
without affecting 

                  -------------USER----------------
                          │                     │  
                  ┌───────┴───────┐             │  
                  │ HOST SERVICES/│             │
                  │       DSS     │             │IPC
                  └───────┬───────┘             │
                          │                     │
                          │IPC                  │
                  ┌───────┴─────────────────────┴───┐
                  │          NETWORK SERVICES       │
                  └─────────────────────────────────┘
                                                    
      Figure 3.6.2-1: BNA Layering Architectural Design

either the network or the applications on each system.  For IPC, 
its function is to allow programs at two different hosts in the 
network to communicate.

HOST SERVICES/DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS SERVICES (DSS) 

The Host Services/DSS, which provides a set of host-to-host 
protocols, is predominantly concerned with simplifying host 
system access to the BNA network and make the distributed 
resources of many systems appear as one operational system.  The 
Host Services runs primarily on a central processor and allows 
an end-user to access to network resources that include 
terminals, processors, programs and databases. 
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The Host Services provides a variety of functions that include 
remote operator display terminal, job transfer, remote tasking, 
terminal support, remote file access, and file transfer.  These 
functions are described below. 

• The ODT function is used to control, monitor and inquiry 
commands within the BNA network.

• The job transfer function allows a BNA network user to 
initiate a program on a remote host and control a program from 
a host other than the one from which the program was 
initiated.  

• The remote tasking function enables a BNA network user to have 
further flexibility in distributing work across the network 
and allows each task or program to be run on a different 
computer in the network.  

• The terminal transport function allows terminals of a host to 
logically connect to any other BNA network host.  

• The remote file access function provides BNA network users 
with access to files on remote host.  BNA provides the file 
transfer function to allow a user to transfer a file from one 
host to another.   

In summary, the Host Services/DSS can be viewed as the extension 
to the functions provided by an operating system in one single 
computer site.  The extensions allow certain desirable functions 
to be performed across a BNA network.  

NETWORK SERVICES 

The Network Services is predominately concerned with the BNA 
network itself and provides the interconnection and data 
transport vehicle that provides communications between processes 
throughout the network.  The Network Services provides a 
platform such that applications can be spread across multiple 
host systems.  In generally, the Network Services is capable of:

• providing applications independence;
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• determining the best message routing paths;
• providing message integrity;
• providing peer-to-peer processing;
• supporting dynamic network reconfiguration;
• segmenting of messages where necessary;
• providing for the connection of terminal devices;
• providing simple end-user connections;
• regulating the flow of information;
• performing traffic prioritizing;
• sharing loads;
• performing network "housekeeping" functions; and
• providing a gateway to other vendors' systems (i.e., SNA, OSI, 

and TCP/IP).

In application, a BNA network can transport data over LANs and 
WANs for the Unisys A Series product line and CP2000 
communications processors.  The current version of BNA is BNA 
version 2 (BNAv2).  Figure 3.6.2-1 shows a comparison of 
communications architectures of OSI and BNAv2.  The BNAv2 
Network Services is divided into components that operate at 
three different logical levels: Port Level, Network Layer, and 
Link Layer.  These logical levels are discussed below.

• Port Level:  The Port level deals with the end points of 
communications on the BNA network and has no concern with what 
route network communications follow between end points. 
Theoretically, the Port Level corresponds with the OSI RM's 

   Presentation, Session and Transport Layers.  The Port level 

        
         BNA  Model                         OSI RM
                                    
     ┌───────────────┐               ┌──────────────────────┐
     │ HOST SERVICES ├───────────────┤   Applications Layer │
     │ /DSS          │               │                      │
     ├───────────────┤               ├──────────────────────┤
     │N              ├───────────────┤   Presentation Layer │
     │E              │               ├──────────────────────┤
     │T              ├───────────────┤                      │
     │W   Port Level │               │   Session Layer      │
     │O              │               ├──────────────────────┤
     │R              ├───────────────┤                      │
───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
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     ├K──────────────┤               │   Transport Layer    │
     │               │               ├──────────────────────┤
     │S  Network     │               │                      │
     │E     Layer    ├───────────────┤   Network Layer      │
     │R              │               │                      │
     │V              │               ├──────────────────────┤
     ├I──────────────┤               │   Data Link Layer    │
     │C              ├───────────────┤                      │
     │E  Link Layer  │               ├──────────────────────┤
     │S              │               │   Physical Layer     │
     │               ├───────────────┤                      │
     └───────────────┘               └──────────────────────┘
             
  Figure 3.6.2-1 - A Comparison of OSI Architecture and BNAv2 

                                               
   software defines the Inter-Process Communications (IPC) 

applications interface that is similar to the file-handling 
applications interface.

 
•  Network Layer:  The BNA Network Layer deals with the layout 
  (or "topology") of the network.  In addition to providing 48-

bit network address (Figure 3.6.2-2) used to identify a node 
in a BNA network, this Network Layer provides some special 
functions, namely, the Router, the Terminal Gateway, and the 
Target Support Module.  The Router is responsible for routing 
messages among end-systems and intermediate-systems.  The 
Terminal Gateway is responsible for managing the dialog 
between the workstation/terminal and the communications 
processor, and between the communications processor and the 
end-system.  The Target Support Module's function is to aid

   down-line loading of BNA software to front-end processors 
(i.e.,CP2000s) in the network.

• Link Layer:  Link Layer deals with the physical and low-level 
logical interfaces to the communications lines.  This layer 
puts messages on the line at the sending node and takes them 

   ┌───────────────────┬────────────────┬───────────────────────┐
   │ Address'          │   Number of    │   Available Assigned  │
   │ Components        │   Bits         │   Number(s)           │
───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
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   ╞═══════════════════╪════════════════╪═══════════════════════╡
   │ Super ID          │      20        │           1           │
   ├───────────────────┼────────────────┼───────────────────────┤
   │ Supercluster ID   │       8        │        1 - 255        │
   ├───────────────────┼────────────────┼───────────────────────┤
   │ Simplecluster ID  │       8        │        1 - 255        │
   ├───────────────────┼────────────────┼───────────────────────┤
   │ Node-Number ID    │      12        │        1 - 4095       │
   └───────────────────┴────────────────┴───────────────────────┘

      Figure 3.6.2-2 - A BNAv2 Hierarchical Addressing Scheme

   off at the receiving node.  The BNAv2 Link Layer protocols 
include IEEE 802.3, CCITT X.25 and Universal Data Link Control 
(UDLC)/High Data Link Control (HDLC).  The IEEE 802.3 based 
protocol is Unisys proprietary and is referred to as 
Communications Processor Local Area Network (CPLAN).

NETWORK CONTROL FACILITY (NCF)

The Network Control Facility (NCF) is a software component which 
provides centralized control of a BNA network on a real time 
basis.  It is used to assist in day to day management, control, 
maintenance and analysis of the network that includes providing 
facilities to track faults and document problems that occur. 
The NCF is an optional part of BNA software and is not required 
to run a BNA installation or network.

Using the Host Services, the Network Services and the NCF, the 
BNA network  allows an end-user to access the network resources 
more efficiently.  For example, a user in New York city can 
request data from a disk file in Washington, DC, process the 
data on a system in California, and print the result locally.

3.6.3   BNA IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 3.6.3 illustrates a typical BNA network.  Each system in 
this figure is identified by a host name (A, B, C, D), and may 
have a different system/configuration type.  Each connection 
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point in the network is called a node and is identified by a 
node address (e.g., 1,2,3,4).  The equipment implemented in a 
BNA network may include: CPLAN, A and V Series Hosts, BTOS 
Network 

           Figure 3.6.3:  A Typical BNA Network
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Workstations/ Clusters, CP2000 Front-End Processor (FEP), 
Distributed Communications Processor (DCP), Integrated 
Communications Processor (ICP) ports, and BNA Version 1 or 2 
(BNAv1/2) network.

The CPLAN, a Unisys LAN, can provide high-capability
communication between Burroughs A-Series systems equipped with 
the ICP and the CP2000 FEP.  This CPLAN has the characteristics 
that are similar to those of the IEEE 802.3 LAN.  The CPLAN also 
provides a pathway  between a host system and long-distance BNA 
network links.  

The CP2000, a data communications processor, is used in 
conjunction with BNAv2.  It may be used as a terminal processor 
for one or more mainframes and/or as a BNAv2 link to other nodes 
in the network.  

The DCP is used in conjunction with the Unisys 1100/2200 and 
System 80 series mainframes.  

The ICP, a data link processor, functions as a bridge between an 
A Series system's Universal Input/Output (UIO) subsystem and the 
CPLAN.  The CPCLPs are used to interface with a Unisys mainframe 
in a BNA network.

3.6.4   CONCLUSION

In summary, BNA provides a layering architecture under which 
Burroughs systems are joined into data communications networks. 
Each Burroughs system has specific hardware conforming to this 
architecture.  BNA also provides the necessary environmental 
software, which can support applications in a distributed 
computing environment.

Moreover, BNA defines Information Delivery and Information 
Transport technologies.  Both these technologies enable the BNA 
networks to connect to other networks.  While the Information 
Delivery technology provides services for message handling, 
image and voice management, distributed transition processing, 
client/ server and directory, the Information Transport 
technology enables BNA users to use the FDDI and ISDN 
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technologies.  BNA is evolving into the world of modern data and 
computer communications network technology.
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3.7  BULL   HONEYWELL   DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE  

Distributed Systems Architecture (DSA) was developed by Bull 
Honeywell (Bull HN) to govern treatment of data in a 
communications environment.  DSA is not a hardware or software 
product.  It is an architecture complete with a set of rules for 
connecting systems and controlling the exchange of data between 
users and systems components.  

DSA, like other layering architectures, provides the standards, 
rules, and protocols.  Moreover, DSA provides interfaces for 
data communications which, in the past, have consisted of 
programs, devices, and communication techniques that often were 
not compatible.  This section will provide an introduction for 
understanding the Bull HN DSA.

3.7.1  FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF DSA LAYERS

DSA's layers constitute an infrastructure which distributes 
logical functions among the individual layers.  DSA groups the 
layers in three categories: Applications Management, Message 
Management, and Communications Management (see Figure 3.7.1).
                                             
The Applications Management consists of user-defined application 
programs and system software supplied by Honeywell.  The Message 
Management establishes a mutually agreeable message format and 
logical connections between activities, whether local or remote. 
The Communications Management is responsible for transporting 
data between physically separate systems.  The description of 
these categories are below.
   
APPLICATION MANAGEMENT

The Applications Layer, located at the top of the DSA hierarchy, 
provides access to the DSA environment for users and also 
distributed information services.  The application management 
category controls operating system functions as well as 
application processing and end-user interaction.  In a DSA 
network, user activities can be automated processes in an 
assembly line, terminal operations at an order entry desk, or 
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any other manual or computer-assisted task.  Furthermore, using 
the Application Layer, DSA is capable of providing protocols for 
administrative exchanges, terminal management, file transfer, 
and cooperating transaction processing.

MESSAGE MANAGEMENT

The DSA Message Management category consists of two layers: the 
Presentation Layer and the Session Layer.  In addition to 

         OSI  MODEL                                  DSA
                                                  
    ┌───────────────────┬─                 ──┬──────────────────┐
    │ Application Layer │     Application    │ Application Layer│
    │                   │     Management     │                  │
    ├───────────────────┼─                 ──┼──────────────────┤
    │ Presentation Layer│                    │Presentation Layer│
    │                   │      Message       │                  │
    ├───────────────────┤     Management     ├──────────────────┤
    │   Session Layer   │                    │    Session Layer │
    │                   │                    │                  │
    ├───────────────────┼─                 ──┼──────────────────┤
    │  Transport Layer  │                    │  Transport Layer │
    │                   │                    │                  │
    ├───────────────────┤                    ├──────────────────┤
    │   Network Layer   │                    │    Network Layer │
    │                   │  Communications    │                  │
    ├───────────────────┤    Management      ├──────────────────┤
    │  Data Link Layer  │                    │  Data Link Layer │
    │                   │                    │                  │
    ├───────────────────┤                    ├──────────────────┤
    │  Physical Layer   │                    │   Physical Layer │
    └───────────────────┴─                 ──┴──────────────────┘

                Figure 3.7.1 - DSA and OSI Layer Structure

providing the control of format of message, these layers are 
capable of:
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• providing independence to the application processes and the 

control structure for communication between applications; and

• establishing, managing, and terminating logical connections 
between cooperating applications.

Presentation Layer

The Presentation Layer offers data transformation services to 
application programs, terminal operations, and other user-
defined activities.   In a DSA network, this layer is used to:

• allow programs to operate with terminal devices having 
equivalent functions;

• enable application programs to interpret device-specific data 
and commands; and

• provide code conversion, compaction/decompaction and 
encryption/decryption services.

Session Layer

The DSA session layer organizes and synchronizes end-to-end 
conversations and manages data exchange between 
cooperating applications.  This layer provides a variety of ways 
(i.e., two-way simultaneous or full-duplex, two-way alternate or 
half-duplex) of structuring the dialogue that takes place over a 
session connection.  

COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT

The DSA Communication Management category is made up of four 
layers: Transport Layer, Network Layer, Data Link Layer and 
Physical Layer.  These layers were designed to supply services 
for reliably transporting data between processes.

Transport Layer

The DSA uses the Transport Layer to provide reliable, 
transparent transfer of data between end points.  The DSA 
Transport Layer optimizes use of available transport resources 
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by making it possible to multiplex a number of logical 
connections on a single path between systems.  This layer 
employs specific networking mechanism to handle connection and 
identification, fragmentation and reassembly, error checking and 
recovery, and flow control.    The DSA transport layer provides 
services for exchanging data between session layers in different 
systems, and performs the services transparent to the session 
layer.  The concepts of these services were discussed in sub-
section 3.1. 

Network Layer

In addition to dealing with routing and relaying, the DSA 
Network Layer provides the means for two transport layers to 
exchange data over a specific communications network.  The 
primary function of this network layer is to map a transport 
connection onto a path of links and nodes.  The path is 
determined by examining a catalog that is maintained in the 
Network Layer and contains a path such as a dedicated line, a 
connection across a circuit-switching network, and a virtual 
circuit through an X.25 packet-switching network.  The concepts 
of these services were introduced in Section 1.  Furthermore, 
the DSA Transport Layer provides end-to-end flow control, 
multiplexing, and error checking.  

The DSA Network Layer supplies services which establish, 
maintain, and terminate network connections between transport 
layers in an open system environment.  This layer allows the DSA 
Transport Layer to be independent from services supplied by 
network and data link layers.  The DSA Network Layer services 
provide network connections, path establishment and data 
transfer.  The Network Layer establishes a network connection 
when a request is received from the Transport Layer.  The 
request includes a 24-bit transport control address that 
consists of a Packet Switch Network Number (PS), an area number, 
and a transport station number.  Network control uses routing 
tables to create a path for the network connection.  These 
routing tables also detail specific attributes for each route, 
such as the speed of the line, static delay of traffic, and 
state and availability of the route.   Data transfer services 
supplied by the DSA Network Layer are X.25 virtual circuit or 
point-to-point.  
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Data Link Layer      

The DSA Data Link Layer handles data transfer between two 
adjacent nodes linked by a DSA physical medium.  This layer is 
responsible for the reliable transfer of data across a physical 
link.  The primary functions of this layer are to establish, 
maintain, and release link connections between adjacent network 
control entities as well as detect and recover from transmission 
errors.  The DSA Data Link Layer controls data transfer over 
link connections, provides transparency for the DSA Network 
Layer, and ensures error-free transmission and reception of 
fragments between nodes.  Moreover, the DSA Data Link Layer is 
capable of supporting link protocols, establishing connections, 
maintaining link connections, building frames, transferring data 
and controlling flow.

Physical Layer

The DSA Physical Layer deals with the electrical, mechanical, 
functional, and procedural characteristics to transport a 
message across a DSA communication media.  This layer activates, 
maintains, and deactivates physical connections for exchanging 
the messages, which are transmitted in bit-stream form, between 
entities in two DSA Data Link Layers.  By supplying this 
service, this layer gives the Data Link Layer transparency to 
the physical medium used for data transmission in a DSA network.

The protocol that is widely used to support the DSA Physical 
Layer is CCITT Recommendation X.21.  This protocol is capable of 
converting frames from the DSA Data Link Layer into a bit-stream 
for transmission across a communication media.  At the receiving 
end of a physical connection, the bit stream is reconverted into 
frames for processing by the receiving data link control.

3.7.2  DSA NETWORKING SERVICES

DSA provides specific networking conventions and services 
employed within its layered structure.  The services used in the 
DSA communications environment include: networking conventions,
message management layer services, and communication management 
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layer services

Networking Conventions

As discussed in the previous subsection, each layer within the 
DSA structure provides one or more services which enable that 
layer to perform its functions.  Certain conventions that have 
been developed to carry out those services efficiently. 
Conventions used in the DSA communications environment include: 
multiplexing, fragmentation and reassembly, error checking and 
recovery, flow control, routing, and transmission services.  The 
concepts of these services were described in Subsection 3.1.1. 

Message Management Layer Services

Message Management Layer Services consist of the highest three 
layers in the DSA structure.  As discussed above, these three 
layers are responsible for providing services access point 
representing the boundary between layers as well as supplying 
some degrees of functionality in moving data between endpoints.  

The services provided by the Message Management Layer Services 
include naming and addressing services, presentation layer 
services, and session layer services. 

Naming and Addressing

An address is considered to be the service access point 
representing the boundary between layers.  The naming and 
addressing services in a DSA network are similar to those of the 
OSI model.  DSA has layer-unique terms for each address, whereas 
OSI has a simple set of acronyms.  OSI and DSA differ, however, 
in the layers' terminology associated with addresses.    

Presentation Layer Services 

In a DSA network, the Presentation Layer Services are 
responsible for negotiating transfer syntax between two 
corresponding applications during session connection.

Session Layer Services
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DSA use the services provided by the Session Layer to complete 
connections between endpoints.   These services include: session 
establishment, session connection, session negotiation, session 
data transfer, session termination, and recovery.

Session establishment services are responsible for creating and 
maintaining a connection to support the dialogue between two 
processes.  Session connection is used to create a data path 
between two mailboxes for the purpose of supporting a dialogue 
between them.  When a session connection is established, session 
negotiation services are responsible for defining the 
characteristics of the session.  DSA uses session data transfer 
services to control and maintain dialog exchanges.  The session 
termination services are responsible for terminating connection. 
Moreover, DSA provides recovery services on a session connection 
by synchronizing sending and receiving processes.

Communication Management Layer Services

The DSA structure provides the Communication Management Layer 
Services that include transport layer services, network layer 
services, data link layer services, and physical link services. 
These services are responsible for transporting data between 
systems in a DSA network.  The concepts of these services were 
discussed in the previous subsections.

3.7.3  DSA IMPLEMENTATION

As discussed in Section 1, a communications network can carry 
data, voice and video between its nodes.  A node must have a 
name and an address.  In a DSA network, a node name is 
associated with the session layer and is used in conjunction 
with a mailbox name to identify the system where the mailbox is 
located.  The Network Layer is responsible for handling the 
address associated with the node.  Both the name and address are 
transported along with other control and data information in 
messages routed across the network.  

In the DSA environment, a primary network is considered to be 
one composed of nodes using DSA.  A secondary network typically 
contains terminals and terminal clusters connected via switched 
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or dedicated lines and is commonly served by a network 
processor.  A typical DSA network consists of host systems, 
remote systems, terminals, front-end-processors, concentrators, 
and switches (see Figure 3.7.3).  By applying ISO'OSI standards, 
DSA established a communication link over the primary or 
secondary communications network.  DSA uses the High-level Data 
Link Control (HDLC) protocol that allows either of two nodes to 
initiate data transfers.  The HDLC protocol will be discussed in 
Section 5.

In addition to supporting private packet switching networks, DSA 
provides a virtual circuit to perform switching and supports 
X.25 protocol (i.e., HDLC).  Packet switching can be provided 
across Public Data Networks (PDNs) and Value Added Networks 
(VANs) supplied by vendors such as Telenet, TYMNET, Datapac, and 
Transpac.  

           Figure 3.7.3 - A Typical DSA Network
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3.7.4   DSA IMPLEMENTATION IN DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS PRODUCTS

In this subsection, four DSA networking products that are widely 
used in a DSA network are discussed.  These include Distributed 
Network Supervisor (DNS) software (DNS), DPS6-DSA, DPS7-DSA and 
DPS8 DSA.

The DNS software, which was designed for use in the DATANET 8 
network processor, supports sharing between a DATANET-8 (DN8) 
and its secondary network as well as supports X.25 Public Data 
Networks/Value Added Networks.  This software is capable of 
providing interactive terminal connections on a DSA host to 
increase the efficiency of processing or timesharing user 
applications.  The DSN software permits the DN8 to function as a 
front-end processor, concentrator, switch, or any combination of 
the three.  Furthermore, this software allows the DN8 to support 
devices using non-DSA protocols.  The DPS6, a DSA networking 
system that serves as a concentrator or a switch, is used to 
route data among DSA network nodes.

The DPS6-DSA, a composite of networking products, utilizes DPS6 
systems as switching nodes within a DSA primary network.  In 
addition to supporting secondary networks and node 
administration, this product allows a DSA network to connect 
with a IBM/SNA network.  The DPS6-DSA system is capable of 
generating and receiving HDLC frames, packets, and supporting 
point-to-point, X.25, or serving as an endpoint. 

In addition to providing the DPS7-DSA system to support the 
existing networking applications operating in concurrence with 
new applications utilizing DSA communications through DN8 and 
DNS, Bull HN developed the DPS8-DSA and DPS88 systems to allow 
DN8 to serve as a front-end processor or network controller or 
terminal concentrator.  

3.7.5   CONCLUSION

In today's competitive environment, business require flexible 
worldwide solutions.  Bull HN's DSA met the challenge by shaping 
generally accepted communications techniques into an 
architectural approach that permits data to be exchanged 
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throughout its entire family of Bull HN information systems 
products.

The ability to map DSA layers to various DSA-compliant hardware 
and software products exemplifies DSA's flexibility.  DSA is 
capable of providing adaptability, room for growth, performance 
optimization, and user control. 

Furthermore, DSA offers a well-documented and mature set of 
rules for networking.  DSA's technical merits, as well as its 
documentation and maturity factors, contribute to decisions to 
select this architecture to use in communications networks.
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3.8  DIGITAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

Digital Network Architecture (DNA) was developed by Digital 
Equipment Corporation (DEC or Digital) in 1975.  This DNA is 
overall networking architecture for DEC communications networks. 
Digital's implementation of DNA is DECnet - a family of software 
and hardware products that link systems into a single network. 
DECnet software is layered on each of Digital's operating 
systems, allowing all DEC systems to communicate across the 
network with compatible functions.  This section will provide an 
introduction for understanding DNA.

3.8.1  DNA PHASES

DEC defines DECnet's evolution in five phases.  Each new phase 
includes new features that extend DEC networking capabilities. 
The functions and protocols supported by each phase are 
implemented by an equivalent phase of DECnet layered software 
products.

The DECnet first Phase was introduced in 1976.  This Phase I 
establishes a migration path for wide-area communications and 
provides mechanism to handle program-to-program communications 
and file transfer in a 32 node network.

The DECnet Phase II, introduced in 1978, offered specific 
facilities to support point-to-point communications between 
dissimilar DEC systems (e.g., between 32-bit VAXes and 16 bit 
PDP-11s).  This Phase II supports up to 256 nodes and provides 
networking mechanisms to handle remote file access, network 
management, and larger point-to-point networks.  This Phase II, 
however, only allows two adjacent nodes to communicate directly 
each other in a DEC network.

The DECnet Phase III, introduced in 1980, supports up to 2024 
nodes.   This phase established direct logical connection 
between two nodes in a DNA network.  The DECnet Phase III 
supports wide area complex networks with a CCITT X.25 interface 
and dynamic adaptive routing.  In addition, this Phase III 
supports automatic recovery from network failures, and record-
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level file sharing. 

In 1982, DEC announced Phase IV of DNA which supports up to
64,449 nodes.  This phase enables a DNA network to communicate 
with a IBM Systems Network Architecture (SNA) network and 
support CCITT X.400 message-services.  Furthermore, this phase 
enhances network management capabilities, provides better 
gateway support for communications with nodes using CCITT X.25 
protocol over a packet switched data network, enhances virtual-
terminal support, and improves Ethernet integration.

The current phase of DNA is the fifth implementation phase, 
which was developed in 1987.  This DECnet/OSI Phase V, a merger 
of DECnet and OSI, is fully compatible with Phase III and Phase 
IV products, Phase V is capable of supporting up to 85,000 
nodes, and offers management and control of multi-vendor 
environments.   Furthermore, DECnet/OSI Phase V embeds 
standards-based networking and applications at the core of 
Digital's distributed computing systems.  Moreover, Phase V 
facilities integration of Digital technology into an open 
environment.

  
3.8.2  DNA ARCHITECTURE

DECnet DNA, like OSI, is based on a seven layer peer-to-peer 
architecture.  This architecture outlines a broad range of 
hardware, software, and protocol implementations designed to 
connect multi-vendor computers and networking devices.  The DNA 
model specifies:

• Communication protocols to exchange information, including 
those to construct and interpret messages;

• Internal interfaces to describe protocols, and allow these 
protocols to be described and built in terms of the services 
provided by other protocols;

• Policies and procedures for adapting to changes and making the 
most efficient use of resources, such as when configurations 
or loads change; and
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• Management of a distributed network, both locally and 

remotely.

As a layered architecture, DNA offers several advantages, 
including:

• Ability to adapt to changes through the addition of new or 
alternative modules for existing layers in the architecture, 
independent of other layers;

• Ability to share data and resources between different 
operating systems, communications devices, and hardware;

• Ability to design system-independent functions; and

• Ease of managing different systems in the network.

DNA consists of seven layers.  Layers one through four of DECnet 
- Physical Link, Data Link, Network and Transport - are replaced 
with the OSI equivalent.  This allows OSI-based and DECnet 
applications to share a common network.  The upper layers - 
Session Control Layer, Application Layer (7) - are equivalent to 
the Session Layer (5), Presentation Layer (6), and Application 
Layer (7) of OSI model.  The functions of the OSI Model seven 
layers were described in Section 3.2.  Figure 3.8.2 illustrates 
the DNA Phase V Model.

    ┌─────────────────────┬───────────────────┬─────────────────┐
    │                     │                   │                 │
  7 │    Net Application  │ User Application  │ OSI Application │
    ├─────────────────────┴───────┬───────────┴─────────────────┤
    │                             │                             │
  6 │                             │        OSI Presentation     │
    │                             ├─────────────────────────────┤
    │         DNA Session Control │                             │
    │                             │                             │
  5 │                             │        OSI Session          │
    │                             │                             │
    ├─────────────────────────────┼─────────────────────────────┤
    │                             │                             │
  4 │            NSP              │ OSI Transport (TP0,TP2,TP4) │ 
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    │                             │                             │
    ├─────────────────────────────┴─────────────────────────────┤
  3 │        (ISO CLNP)                     (ISO CONS)          │
    │                      OSI Network                          │
    ├───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
    │                                                           │
  2 │                     OSI Data Link                         │
    ├───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
    │                                                           │
  1 │                     OSI Physical                          │
    └───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘
                                                                 
             Figure 3.8.2 - DNA Phase V Model.

Above the Transport Layer, DNA Phase V provides two means of 
access depending on the type of application.  Standardized 
applications use the OSI upper layers (i.e., the Session, 
Presentation, and Application Layers), while propriety 
applications use the existing DNA interfaces (DNA Session 
Control and DNA Application).  The DNA Session Control allows 
communication between programs, regardless of either program's 
location.  DNA Application that includes user-written programs 
and user-level services is used by operators and system programs 
to plan, control, and maintain the operation of DECnet/OSI 
networks.  Furthermore, this DNA Application defines functions 
used by the application.  User-develop applications can use 
either the OSI upper layers or DNA interfaces.

At each OSI layer, DECnet/OSI provides features to tie networks 
to earlier DECnet implementations, link with current OSI 
offering from other vendors, and prepare for future standard 
offerings for emerging technologies.  Today, DNA supports 
callable protocol services such as E-Mail and FTAM, and allows 
DNA to access OSI, TCP/IP, SNA, X.25, Ethernet/IEEE 802.3 LANs, 
and FDDI.  Figure 3.8.2 shows a typical DNA network.

3.8.3  DNA PROTOCOL IMPLEMENTATION

In this subsection, four networking protocols: Communications 
Message Protocol (DDCMP), Network Services Protocol (NSP), and 
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Data Access Protocol (DAC), which are widely used in a DNA 
network, are discussed. 

DEC developed DDCMP to support performance functions at the DNA 
Data Link Layer.  DDCMP is a byte-oriented link protocol that 
support data transmissions in a DNA network.  This protocol 
enables a DNA network to control the operation while 
transmitting data, and ensure proper sequencing at the receiving 
node.  Furthermore, DDCMP is capable of recovering data errors, 
controlling messages, maintaining data message formats, reducing 
overhead, and ensuring optimal line use.  

DEC provides NSP to perform the transport and network functions 
at the DECnet Transport Layer.  NSP is capable of managing 
transport connections between two users and/or application 
programs by using three types of control structures: establish 
connection, maintain communications links, and terminate 
connection.  In addition, NSP is capable of examining the 
control parameters  as well as determining the network storage 
area for the data to be transmitted and message sequencing 
information. 

DEC uses DAP, which resides in the DECnet Application Layer, to 
provide the logical link services of the DECnet Transport Layer. 
This protocol defines a set of rules that control the execution 
of remote file access and outline procedure to accomplish 
specific file applications.  DAP minimizes protocol overhead, 
and allows multiple data streams to travel over a logical link, 
recovers from transient errors, and report fatal errors to the 
users.

3.8.4  CONCLUSION

Networking has made great strides in recent years, fueled by 
dramatic changes in the technology.  Digital's networking 
capabilities arise from DNA.  This architecture serves as a 
structure to construct a DEC network.  DNA is offering peer-to-
peer communications, management of remote nodes, and significant 
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           Figure 3.8.2 - A Typical DNA Network.
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automatic configuration of networks.  With adaptive routing, the 
complex management of defining network data paths was removed 
entirely.  With Ethernet, bridges, and terminal servers, 
configuration of LANs was automated and simplified.

The OSI model provides the best long-term means for achieving 
consistent transfer of information in a multi-vendor 
environment.  Moreover, the ISO standards provide vendors with 
the necessary rules, or protocols, to ensure true multi-vendor 
capabilities.  Digital implements these standards in DECnet/OSI 
to promote open networking. 
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